Exploring reasons for variation in ordering thyroid function tests in primary care: a qualitative study
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ABSTRACT

Background: The ordering of thyroid function tests (TFTs) is increasing but there is not a similar increase in thyroid disorders in the general population, leading some to query whether inappropriate testing is taking place. Inconsistent clinical practice is thought to be a cause of this, but there is little evidence of the views of general practitioners, practice nurses or practice managers on the reasons for variation in the ordering of TFTs.

Aim: To find out the reasons for variation in ordering of TFTs from the perspective of primary healthcare professionals

Methods
Fifteen semi-structured interviews were carried out with primary healthcare professionals (general practitioners, practice nurses, practice managers) that used one laboratory of a general hospital in South West England for TFTs. Framework Analysis was used to analyse views on test ordering variation at the societal, practice, individual practitioner and patient level.

Results: A number of reasons for variation in ordering across practices were suggested. These related to: primary healthcare
Introduction

In common with many other routinely ordered tests there has been a significant increase in thyroid function tests (TFTs) ordering in recent years, with no corresponding increase in thyroid disorders in the general population. This has led some to ask whether inconsistent clinical practice is leading to inappropriate test ordering.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) Theoretically the presence of wide variation in test ordering in primary care practice would indicate that some inappropriate test ordering might be taking place, although defining ‘appropriate’ test ordering levels is difficult. In our recent study of routine data from two large hospital laboratories in the South West of England, we found a four-fold variation in TFTs ordering across general practices which used their services, only 24% of which was explained by age, sex, practice-level prevalence of hypothyroidism, and socio-economic deprivation. Similar variation in TFTs ordering from general practices in other parts of the UK has been also reported.\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^5\)

These observations suggest that further investigation is necessary to explore with primary healthcare professionals the reasons for variation in TFTs ordering, paying particular attention to the behaviour of clinicians who order TFTs, and contextual factors which may influence their decision making and any intervention. To do this, a qualitative study was undertaken in a selection of local general practices to explore, from the clinicians’ and managers’ perspectives, why TFTs were ordered, for whom, and what theories they had to explain variation, and how it might be reduced.

Methods

Sample

General practices from the Exeter district in Devon, UK that had taken part in the original study were stratified according to TFTs ordering rates (high/medium/low).\(^6\) A purposive sample of 15 primary healthcare professionals (general practitioners (n=9), practice nurses (n=3), practice managers (n=2) and a practice nurse who is also a practice manager (n=1)) was then drawn from 13 practices. These included 5 staff per high/medium/low tertile, and an even gender mix, to provide a diverse sample. The practices were all served by one local hospital laboratory, and covered a wide range of practice settings (urban, rural and semi-rural). Healthcare professionals from the selected practices were sent a letter about the study inviting them to take part, and a consent form.

Data Collection

A semi-structured topic guide was developed, incorporating ideas from all members of the project steering group and drawing on their different perspectives and experience (SF, AP, JT, WH, BV, CH). This was further refined by the interviewer (GG) and their supervisor (SC) in collaboration with the steering group. Interviews were carried out either face-to-face or by telephone in the summer of 2013. All the interviews were audio-taped, transcribed and the transcripts were checked for accuracy.

Data Analysis

A thematic analysis was carried out by two of the authors (RH and JH) using a simple form of Framework Analysis where data are tabulated by salient themes in a series of charts or matrices.\(^6\) Initial familiarisation with the transcripts and audio-files led to the identification of a number of themes for tabulation. The interview transcripts were read and relevant material was extracted and paraphrased onto three charts. This enabled the views of individual participants and particular practices to be logged by themes and structured as follows: Chart A concerned the TFTs ordering characteristics of practices (who orders TFTs, for which patients, how prompted, using what resources) and was used mainly for describing the characteristics of the sample. Chart B concerned the theories of variation given within the interviews, and were categorized across four levels (societal, practice, practitioner, patient). Chart C concerned interviewees’ ideas for interventions to reduce variation in TFTs ordering.

Conclusion: The reasons for variation in TFTs ordering are complex and interdependent. Interventions to reduce variation in TFTs ordering need to consider multiple behavioural and contextual factors to be most effective.

Keywords: thyroid disorders, test (ordering), primary care, qualitative research

How this fits in with Quality in Primary Care

What do we know?

There is wide variation in the rate of requests for thyroid functions tests (TFTs) from primary healthcare professionals that is not explained by population age, sex or demographic factors.

What does this paper add?

This is the first qualitative study to explore variation in ordering TFTs with primary healthcare professionals. The results highlight that there is a complex and interdependent range of factors that interviewees used to explain variation in TFTs ordering. This suggests that any package of interventions needs to work at a range of different levels in order to reduce variation in TFTs ordering.
The same two researchers conducted random cross-checking of the charts to improve the trustworthiness of findings. Where disagreements arose these were resolved through discussion. The Charts were then summarised and shared with the co-authors in order to inform the development of the analysis.

Results

Below are the findings that emerged from the thematic analysis of participants’ theories of variation and their ideas for interventions (Table 1).

Theories of variation

i) Societal level

The interviewees observed that a number of changes in policy and practice had occurred that had influenced the upward trend in ordering and variation in ordering of TFTs. These included changes in policy and guidance, the prevailing culture and climate within the NHS, professional roles and practices, and in demographics.

The only national policy driver discussed by interviewees was the Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF). There was broad consensus that QOF had increased coverage of testing within individual general practices, and hence it might have increased test ordering in practices where TFTs ordering was not at the level it should have been. However, it should be noted that, at the time, QOF concerned annual TFTs ordering for patients with hypothyroidism and certain other conditions (such as people with dementia, those taking lithium and people with Down’s syndrome). Decisions regarding the ordering of TFTs for patients with other conditions would be left to the discretion of individual general practitioners (GPs) or clinicians (who may determine a different frequency of ordering), and their patients (who may themselves request a TFT).

Some interviewees felt that variation could be due to a broader range of clinicians being allowed to order TFTs, but that such staff lacked the proper training and education to order tests for the right patients at the right time. Changes to professional roles (such as the advent of practice nurses in managing long term conditions) and new trends in professional practice were referred to by a few interviewees as potential reasons for variation in test ordering. Some interviewees noted that apart from GPs, practice nursing staff also ordered tests (generally repeat TFTs for patients already diagnosed with thyroid disease). Other professionals involved in test ordering included phlebotomists, healthcare assistants and in one instance the practice’s receptionist. If unable to order themselves, healthcare professionals would recommend to the GP that a patient had a TFT ordered.

Some interviewees felt that patients were nowadays more likely to access GP services for more minor complaints when historically they may have relied on family or friends. However, several reported that people were not ‘ill’er’ more generally, just more willing to see their GP for support and to ask for blood tests in general. This may have been prompted following a consultation with another health professional for advice, discussing with family and friends their health problems or looking up symptoms on the internet. For example, one GP reported:

‘Well I think it’s I think it’s a probably kind of a cultural phenomenon I certainly don't think that there’s any kind of increased amount of thyroid disease going on out there, but I think that you do have [...] a group of patients who you know
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who are kind of regular attenders, who are unhappy and feel that there must be something wrong. So …and I think that people are getting more and more demanding with the Health Service in general. And I think that…so I think kind of the patient factor is probably the driver of this.’ (ID05)

ii) Practice level

Practices varied in whether they had developed their own protocol for governing TFTs ordering, or whether they adapted and used the hospital protocol, or didn’t have a formal protocol at all. There was also variation in the use and adaptation of existing guidelines. Some interviewees also reported variable knowledge of and adherence to their practice protocol, particularly for TFTs ordering for patients with Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes. Practices had different staffing arrangements for managing TFT ordering and filing results. Several interviewees said that if results were not filed correctly, then it was easier to just order a new test.

A common issue was the ease (or not) of checking back through patient records for previous test results. Every interviewee talked about how the set-up and/or ease of use of their computerised patient record system influenced test ordering. Practices used a range of different computerised systems (e.g. EMIS, EMIS Web, System One, Microtest), and views varied on how easy or difficult such systems were to use. If it was hard to check the last test date and results, interviewees such as the following GP thought that additional tests might be wrongly ordered instead of finding the most recent results on the system.

‘It also varies with the computer software how good it is, how well, it varies how well it’s been set up. [We] didn’t get set up properly so we’ve been struggling for six months […] the way that it’s set up currently for us, I think none of us are very quick or good at finding the results, previous results and you can’t look back very far on the results…’ (ID13)

In addition, several interviewees said that because they didn’t have access to test results from the local hospital for their patients, or on occasions when test results accompanying discharge letters were not filed correctly, additional TFTs may be ordered unnecessarily.

iii) GP level

Some interviewees attributed variation in TFTs ordering to differences in the way that clinicians (primarily GPs) were trained (and indirectly their age). There was a sense that older or more experienced general practitioners had a different sort of training, where reflective practice was encouraged that might pre-empt reflex test ordering. To order a TFT ‘unthinkingly’ was referred to in interviews as poor practice, but was frequently attributed to a systemic cause such as being unable to locate previous test results on the computer, rather than to poor practice of an individual person.

A few interviewees spoke of how the norm for new doctors coming into medicine was to run more tests more often. One spoke of being ‘schooled’ as a junior doctor into not over-investigating patients with blood tests, adding that in his early career he was encouraged to reflect on why he was ordering particular tests. Reflective practice was referred to by several interviewees as an important part of their training as well as current practice.

‘I look back to when I was a practice nurse fifteen/twenty years ago people were, doctors were bigger risk takers. But now for me it appears that everybody is sent to hospital for an investigation […] old GPs I used to work with would happily sit on things give them a pat on their back, and send them away. Rightly or wrongly I don’t know but it’s no it is its very different and that’s the way it’s gone isn’t it?’ (ID06)

However, some interviewees did suggest that more cautious and risk averse practitioners would be more likely to order tests, but that more experienced practitioners would be confident in managing risk and hold off on test ordering unless it was clearly indicated. Several also spoke of how their fear of missing something important may lead them to order tests. This fear was specifically related to litigation by two participants, who also spoke of the need to keep patients happy and how test ordering in general can be a way to do this; the patient leaves the consultation with a sense that something has been done.

Some interviewees also suggested an association between risk and familiarity with patients. GPs who were familiar with their patients (perhaps because they had a personal, rather than pooled or practice list) were thought to be less likely to order additional TFTs because they knew their patients’ history. In contrast, locum GPs were thought to order TFTs more frequently, due to not knowing the patients (and potentially the practice’s computer system) well enough to properly judge if a test was necessary. For example, one of the participants reported that:

‘ […] we know that when locums come here they do you know a battery of tests and if you actually said “Well why are you doing that?” and actually talked it through, you know it’s around they’re risk averse, and they don’t know the patient and they don’t know the details so they will just check everything.’ (ID10)

However, there was no consensus on whether knowledge of a patient would always lead to lower test ordering, with some interviewees also commenting that knowing a patient too well might lead to clinical myopia, where symptoms that ought to be investigated are overlooked because the practitioner is too familiar with the patient.

iv) Patient level

Finally, some interviewees attributed variation in TFTs ordering to changes in the behaviour of patients over time, or to the characteristics of their practice’s population compared with others in the area.

Patients were reported to be more demanding of services than in the past, and willing to request a test themselves. The way that healthcare staff responded to such requests varied considerably, with some declining outright whereas others used it as an opportunity to explore further with the patient using broader health questions (in particular on emotional and psychological wellbeing). As one participant reported:

‘Well it depends with the history really whether you would or not [do a TFT] and whether anything had changed. It’s not something that I would rush to do unless it reassured the
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With the majority thought that practices with a higher proportion of older patients would be higher orderers, one suggested that younger patients, who need to work, would be more determined to get a health issue dealt with, and so may request a test. Only one interviewee reflected on the inconvenience for the patient at having to have additional blood tests done. **Ideas for interventions**

The following ideas for improvement are based on the interviewees’ accounts of their ordering systems and behaviour, their direct suggestions for reducing variation, and our observations arising from comparing their accounts of their everyday practice. Interviewees reflected on improving TFTs computerised ordering systems (their design and management) to increase user-friendliness. This included adding access to secondary care hospital results, reducing the number of staff able to order and having dedicated members of staff to manage repeat test ordering. Furthermore, staff permitted to order TFTs should have training and education to ensure that they are aware of and are operating within the guidelines and practice protocols, and know how to use the computer systems effectively.

This study also suggests that standardising both protocols and laboratory feedback, and synthesising guidance on TFTs ordering for different conditions into a simple summary would be valuable in reducing variation. Several interviewees thought that it was important for primary healthcare professionals to know the number of tests ordered, as well as the costs of the tests. Two other issues concerned the importance of patient education, in understanding repeat testing intervals, and therefore why TFTs are ordered. Interviewees reflected on improving TFTs computerised ordering systems (their design and management) to increase user-friendliness. This included adding access to secondary care hospital results, reducing the number of staff able to order and having dedicated members of staff to manage repeat test ordering. Furthermore, staff permitted to order TFTs should have training and education to ensure that they are aware of and are operating within the guidelines and practice protocols, and know how to use the computer systems effectively.

This study highlights a complex and interdependent range of factors that interviewees used to explain variation in TFTs ordering. The findings are consistent with others who have looked at the motivators for test ordering behaviours amongst healthcare professionals in that there are a range of factors which influence test ordering behaviour, and therefore variation. Our findings suggest that any package of interventions needs to work at a range of different levels in order to reduce variation in TFTs ordering.**Strengths and limitations**

This is the first qualitative study that has sought to explore reasons for variation in TFTs ordering in primary care in the UK. It is part of a larger programme of work investigating reasons for and interventions to address TFTs ordering variation. This study has provided important insight into why TFTs are ordered, and what might help to narrow variation in test ordering. The sample size was small, and whilst drawn from a diverse range of practices, it only covered one locality, served by one hospital and laboratory, and so cannot be seen as representative of primary healthcare professionals’ views in other contexts. In addition, certain factors leading to variation not pertinent to the UK may not have been captured in this research. In particular primary care in the UK is not billed directly for the tests it orders, which would not be true in many other health care systems.

This qualitative study was carried out after the original survey, and so the theories put forward now regarding policy and practice may be different from when the original survey was done. However, the theories of variation and ideas for interventions relate to some contextual factors, as well as more behavioural or embedded practice, which are unlikely to have significantly changed by developments in policy and practice in the interval.
Implications for future research

Future work could explore the potential acceptability of interventions thought likely to reduce variation to healthcare professionals and patients where relevant. The question of what counts as appropriate and inappropriate ordering could also be usefully explored with clinicians and managers in further qualitative work. It is hoped that the results of this study will help to inform the design of a trial to examine the effectiveness and cost-implications of a multi-factorial intervention to improve the targeting of TFTs. Also we believe that our findings on TFT ordering may be applicable to other routine tests, but this will need to be formally explored.
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